
CONNECTING DONORS 
TO CONSERVATIONS
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Wildcards is a platform funding wildlife 
conservation through a fun and gamified 

experience



What  is Harberger Tax?
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● Price and ‘tax’ linked via a fixed ratio.

● Owner chooses price/tax.

● Cannot prevent others from buying from you + setting a new price.

Concept of “common ownership”, hence the name COST (Common Ownership 
Self-assessed Tax)
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Some cool examples
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● Digital Advertising [built at ETHIndia 2019]

● Patronage (Wildcards.world)

● Art (alwaysforsale.io)

● Prediction Markets (Reality Cards)

● Other kinds of ownership models (radical domains)
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wildcards.world
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Cool possible use cases

● Gitcoin featured grants and/or bounties 
space, that is always for sale.



● 0(1) vs 0(n) vs 0(n^2)

● It is about how long the computation takes depending on the input size.

● Essentially it is about “how scalable an algorithm is”.
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What is computational complexity?



● I often use ‘patron’ and ‘token owner’ interchangeably.

● I often use ‘benefactor’ and ‘organisation’ interchangeably.
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Quick word on terminology



Onwards with the maths
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Harberger Tax is a constant payment over time.



What about multiple tokens?
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Can this be simplified?
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How do we make use of this?
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Memoize!

The beautiful thing is that the ‘scaledPatronTokenRate’ doesn’t change unless a user 
buys or sells, or changes the price of a token. Therefore it can be kept in memory, and 
updated when necessary:

How would it change if you updated the price?



Why is this useful?
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Token owners can have a shared deposit for all of their tokens and use a single transaction 
per token owner for all their tokens to calculate their deposit.

 

We can also then calculate exactly when a token will foreclose.



What about benefactors?
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Can we do the same thing as with patronage owed?



Is there a problem with this?
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Our contracts are passive, so even if a token owners deposit has run out, that may not 
be recorded on the contract.

Can you think how an organisation could try exploit this?



Is there a problem with this?
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Our contracts are passive, so even if a token owners deposit has run out, that may not 
be recorded on the contract.

Can you think how an organisation could try exploit this?

They could buy a token, set the price extremely high, put in very little deposit, and try 
withdraw their funds after the token is foreclosed but before it is settled.



How do we solve this?
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We could keep track of the foreclosure times of each patron in an ordered linked list? 
This would work, but is extremely complicated!

We could have a max withdrawal amount, and a throttle.

We could calculate a time based discount based on the current patronage rate of the 
organisation.



How to implement a discounted withdrawal?
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We can then have a permissioned function to allow organisations to withdraw their full 
balance - this will take in an Ethereum signature from one of our backends.



And we are SCALABLE!
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If we have 1 token or millions, or one benefactor on millions, or 1 token owner or 
millions the whole system will work without a problem.

We are also permissionless - no matter what, the contract will allow benefactors to 
withdraw what is due (with a delay).



Final notes
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When a token is foreclosed, we need to check if the corresponding organisation settled 
their balance and record any credit they may have.

Also, all of the previously described values need to be kept up to date.
Accounting needs to take place:

● On every sale
● On every price update
● On every benefactor withdrawal
● On every token foreclosure



Current Conservation Partners
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La Senda Verde is an 
animal refuge in the 
Yungas area of Bolivia, 
dedicated to 
environmental education 
and the care of sick, 
mistreated and 
abandoned wildlife.

The Wild Tomorrow Fund 
works on the ground in 
southern Africa, their goal 
is the protection of 
threatened and 
endangered species and 
the habitats they depend 
on for survival. 

Pangolin.Africa is 
dedicated to the survival 
of the African Pangolin, 
the most trafficked 
wildlife species in Africa.

By partnering with local 
communities, building 
clinics, training vets, and 
shaping humane 
education, Darwin 
Animal Doctors is 
changing the lives of 
animals, ecosystems, 
communities, and 
people all over the world.

The Great Whale 
Conservancy focuses on 
protecting the world’s 
great whales and their 
habitat and returning 
global populations to 
their pre-whaling 
abundance, with a 
special emphasis on the 
blue whale.



Corporate Partners
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CV Labs Incubator Season 2.

3 month program in Zug, Switzerland.

Angel funding for platform development.

Ubisoft Entrepreneurs Lab season 4.

6 month program in Paris.

Assisted with gamification.

https://cvvc.com/cvlabs
https://www.ubisoft.com/en-us/company/start-ups/station-f.aspx


Denham Preen

Frontend development & 
online marketing

BSc in Computer Science and 
Economics,  with an honours 
degree in Computer Science.

Freelance Software Developer.

JonJon Clark

Business development & 
data science

Masters in data science 
specialising in financial 

technology. 

Founding team - 
https://lima.capital

Machine Learning driven 
investment management.

Lectured Computer Science at 
University of Cape Town & 
blockchain content for the 

WorldQuant University.
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Wildcards team
Jason Smythe

Blockchain engineer & 
infrastructure

BSc in Computer Science, Game 
Design and Mathematics, with an 

honours degree in Computer Science.

Founding team- 
https://adhara.io  

A liquidity management system 
built on Ethereum.

Member of the technical team from 
ConsenSys that built Project Khokha, 

the award winning RTGS project for the 
Reserve Bank of South Africa

Luke Gillott

Executive board

Executive MBA from University of 
Cambridge.

Founder of Zürich-based impact 
investment management firm and 
non-executive director of multiple 

companies

https://www.linkedin.com/in/denhampreen/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-clark-637344143/
https://lima.capital
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jason-smythe-0501ab88/
https://adhara.io
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-clark-637344143/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jason-smythe-0501ab88/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/denhampreen/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luke-gillott/


THANKS!
Website:
https://wildcards.world

Contact:
jason@wildcards.world
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Join our mailing list!

https://wildcards.world

